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Highlight deals.

Shipping – we understand what matters.

Our relevant experience includes advising:

 > Hamburg and Schleswig-Holstein as owners of HSH 
Nordbank as well as the newly established German bad bank 
hsh portfoliomanagement on the acquisition and transfers 
(universal succession and single asset transfers) of a portfolio 
of approx. €5bn exposure at default to the bad bank, the 
refinancing of such acquisition via loans/bonds as well as on 
various types of shipping portfolios in relation to restructuring 
and work out solutions

 > a publicly owned foreign fund in a bidder consortium with KKR 
on the acquisition of non-performing shipping loans originated 
by NORD/LB; the structure being set-up as a securitisation 
with an SPV-owned by the consortium (aborted deal)

 > The Royal Bank of Scotland in relation to investor based 
solutions including the solvent wind-down of a portfolio

 > on the establishment of an asset-based refinancing transaction 
for a shipping loan portfolio using the refinancing register

 > an investor on insolvency based exit scenarios

 > Banca Popolare di Milano on the restructuring of an Italian 
shipping line

 > ABN AMRO on the restructuring of certain rig finance facilities  

 > Lloyds TSB Bank on the disposal of a series of ship financings

 > a German shipping company on the restructuring of its 
portfolio. We assisted our client in negotiating with third  
party investors in relation to the restructuring

Barbara Lauer
Partner, Capital Markets  
Frankfurt
Tel: +49 69 710 03 316
barbara.lauer@linklaters.com

“ Banks under pressure: With the regulatory requirements for  
equity, banks with large sub-and non-performing shipping 
exposure need to take steps for addressing such exposure by 
selling, restructuring or off-balance sheet refinancing structures.” 
Barbara Lauer

Dr Sabine Vorwerk
Counsel, Restructuring and Insolvency 
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Tel: +49 69 710 03 308
sabine.vorwerk@linklaters.com

“ There is nothing new about shipping itself but about the  
market and players involved. The mere fact that more and  
more ship financings are tested by way of Chapter 11 or  
similar proceedings will increase transparency and standards  
in the market.” 
Dr Sabine Vorwerk

Our practice is not confined to the jurisdictions in 
which we have physical offices. In regions where  
we do not have a Linklaters office or official affiliation 
with a local firm, we invest in building and maintaining 
close relationships with local law firms for the benefit 
of our clients. 

Where transactions require us to work with local 
counsel, we will draw on our decades of experience  
to proactively suggest the firms that we consider 
to offer the best quality advice in the region for the 
specific transaction.

We have well-tested relationships with local law  
firms, in particular, in Norway, Cyprus, Malta, Greece, 
Liberia and the Marshall Islands with whom we  
work regarding advice on ship mortgages or other 
security interests governed by local laws. 
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Advice without borders*. 

Tessa Davis
Partner, Singapore
Tel: +65 6692 5815
tessa.davis@linklaters.com

* We willl of course provide you with examples of our 
international expertise upon your request.



Innovative solutions.

Efficiency
Artificial 

Intelligence
Legal Project 
Management

Linklaters is actively engaged in 
investigating new ways to make processes 
more efficient and more innovative. We 
encourage our people to come up with 
new ideas in order to generate better 
solutions for our clients. While we already 
produce world-class legal services, we 
believe that by challenging the way things 
are done at present, we can shape the 
future of law.

We have been developing an AI platform, 
Nakhoda, in collaboration with the start-
up Eigen Technologies. Nakhoda uses 
complex algorithms to search within 
documents and analyse text, enabling its 
use for clustering similar documents and 
answering specific questions about legal 
provisions in those documents

ie facilitate DD exercises in sale and 
acquisition scenarios.

We also offer professional Legal Project 
Management (LPM) to support and 
co-ordinate matter management in 
order to increase the efficient delivery 
of matters. LPM also integrates other 
efficiency initiatives, such as process 
improvement, utilising legal tech and 
alternative resourcing.

 > Due diligence on transferability and 
analysis as regards future strategy 
(including restructuring, free-handed 
sales or insolvency)
 > Acquisition structures and negotiation  
of loan purchase agreements on bidder 
side as well as on the sell-side
 > Innovative servicing structures 

 > Reorganisation of the funding structure 
(including assumption of debt) by in 
court or out of court solutions
 > Ring-fencing for solvent-wind 
down scenarios
 > Implementation of portfolio or 
warehouse based solutions

Sale and acquisition Restructuring

 > Structured solutions for refinancing 
via SPVs
 > Use of refinancing register in case  
of German originators
 > Refinancing via tranched or non-
tranched instruments (Schuldscheine, 
Namensschuldverschreibungen, bonds 
for particular investors)

 > Value preserving exits 
(“two step approach”)
 > Exit scenarios by way of  
free-handed sale 
 > Investor based exit solutions
 > Portfolio splitting in preparation for 
work out solutions

Asset-based finance Enforcement

Our products
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What others say.

Abu Dhabi | Amsterdam | Antwerp | Bangkok | Beijing | Berlin | Brisbane* | Brussels | Cape Town*** | Delhi∆ | Dubai 

Düsseldorf | Frankfurt | Hanoi* | Ho Chi Minh City* | Hong Kong | Jakarta** | Johannesburg*** | Lisbon | London 

Luxembourg | Madrid | Melbourne* | Milan | Moscow | Mumbai∆ | Munich | New York | Paris | Perth* | Port Moresby* 

Rome | São Paulo | Seoul | Shanghai | Singapore | Stockholm | Sydney* | Tokyo | Warsaw | Washington, D.C.

* Office of integrated alliance partner Allens
** Office of formally associated firm Widyawan & Partners
*** Office of collaborative alliance partner Webber Wentzel
∆ Office of best friend firm TT&A

Linklaters‘ RE:TREE  environment initiative transforms fields into forests. Through local reforesting we invest directly in the environment in 
which we as a law firm act. Carbon emissions generated in the process of creating this pitch are compensated for in line with our slogan: 
ONE PITCH ONE TREE. Our Aim: a climate neutral practice. 

Linklaters LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales with registered number OC326345. It is a law firm authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. The term partner in relation to Linklaters 
LLP is used to refer to a member of the LLP or an employee or consultant of Linklaters LLP or any of its affiliated firms or entities with equivalent standing and qualifications. A list of the names of the members of Linklaters LLP and of the 
non-members who are designated as partners and their professional qualifications is open to inspection at its registered office, One Silk Street, London EC2Y 8HQ, England or on www.linklaters.com and such persons are either solicitors, 
registered foreign lawyers or European lawyers. Please refer to www.linklaters.com/regulation for important information on our regulatory position.

linklaters.com

Debt Issues and Structured Finance

Restructuring and Insolvency
JUVE 2016/17

Capital Markets: Structured Finance 
and Securitisation

Restructuring
IFLR 1000 2017

Capital Markets: Structured Finance

Restructuring and Insolvency
Chambers Europe 2016

“  The restructuring team is very  
well integrated with the firm’s 
finance practice which gives  
them a tremendous advantage 
in the market.”

 Chambers Europe 2016, Restructuring/Insolvency: Germany

“  Nothing can shake this firm’s 
position as a leading outfit for 
debt issues and structured finance. 
Once again its track record 
demonstrated great variety.”

 JUVE 2016/17, Debt issues and structured finance
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